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Abstract—Automatic vehicle classification is crucial to intelligent transportation system, especially for vehicle-tracking by police. Due to the complex lighting and image capture conditions, image-based vehicle classification in real-world environments is still a challenging task and the performance is far from being satisfactory. However, owing to the mechanism of visual attention, the human vision system shows remarkable capability compared with the computer vision system, especially in distinguishing nuances processing. Inspired by this mechanism, we propose a convolutional neural network (CNN) model of visual attention for image classification. A visual attention-based image processing module is used to highlight one part of an image and weaken the others, generating a focused image. Then the focused image is input into the CNN to be classified. According to the classification probability distribution, we compute the information entropy to guide a reinforcement learning agent to achieve a better policy for image classification to select the key parts of an image. Systematic experiments on a surveillance-nature dataset which contains images captured by surveillance cameras in the front view, demonstrate that the proposed model is more competitive than the large-scale CNN in vehicle classification tasks.

Index Terms—Visual attention, convolutional neural network, reinforcement learning, vehicle classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

In modern transportation systems, the images of vehicles on the road are available with low cost due to the popularity of cameras. Therefore an automatic vehicle recognition and classification system based on images captured by cameras is a highly practical and essential technique, which has been applied to intelligent transportation systems, including traffic measurement, traffic management, retrieving and public security [1]. For example, vehicle classification can be exploited to inexpensively automatic and expedite paying tolls from the lanes, based on different rates for different types of vehicles. Vehicle classification also can help police to track suspected vehicles with fake license plates, by finding the same vehicle makers and models with the suspected vehicles. However, vehicle classification in real-world environments is still a challenging task, specially under complex lightings and video surveillance, the performance is far from being satisfactory. In this paper, we focus on the automatic vehicle classification based on images captured by traffic cameras.

Automatic vehicle recognition can be naturally formulated as an image classification problem. Given an image of a vehicle, usually captured by a traffic camera, a typical vehicle classification system uses a model to determine the category. Image classification has been extensively studied for decades. Many impressive methods have been proposed and achieved great success. Traditional image classification systems use a shallow classification model, such as Bayesian [2], support vector machine (SVM) [3], random forest (RF) [5], boosting [6], [7], to classify an image based on the features extracted from the whole image, such as scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [8], histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [9], and local binary patterns (LBP) features. On one hand, these methods heavily rely on hand-designed features. On the other hand, shallow models which are trained by original training data sometimes have limited capability in representation learning [10]. Recently, convolutional neural network (CNN) is wide applied to image classification which makes a huge breakthrough. Some methods even exceed the human-level performance on several tasks, such as image classification and face recognition [11]–[15]. Compared to traditional image classification methods, CNN can automatically learn the feature representation associated with classification target from the raw image. Although CNN has achieved great success in image classification, CNN still models the overall image and the different parts of an image are treated without distinctions, which could cause that CNN has limited capability in capturing and highlighting the key areas of an image for the classification. However, in the fine-grained classification, it is essential for the classification to highlight the nuances in the key areas.

In comparison to typical image classification, vehicle classification has its unique characteristics. There are large quantities of vehicle models, among which a lot of similarities exist. It is difficult to distinguish them with an overall view, especially for fine-grained vehicle classification, which is more challenging. Meanwhile, vehicles present many unique properties, such as unique vehicle parts, including headlights, doors, wheels and logos. These parts yield slight differences in appearance among different models. Therefore, exploiting these local differences and highlighting the key parts of a vehicle image will probably improve the classification performance, especially for the challenging fine-grained vehicle classification, which needs to classify more kinds of vehicle models.

Owing to the multi-glimpse and visual attention mechanism, human vision system shows remarkable capability in exploiting these local differences and highlighting the key parts of
an image [16]. Visual attention means that a person only focuses attention on one area when looking at an image and multi-glimpse refers that human can quickly scan the whole image and find multiple key areas during the image recognition process [17]. In this process, the internal relation of different parts would be built up, to guide eye movement for finding the next area where to look. Focusing on the relevant parts of the image and ignoring the irrelevant parts make it easier to learn in the presence of clutter. Therefore, human vision can achieve incomparable performance in object recognition. Many researches have been studied in the combination of the visual attention and computer vision system. For example, cognition robotics with human visual attention have been studying in order to perceive the world and act up on it in a human-like fashion [18], [19].

Another advantage of multi-glimpse and visual attention mechanism is robustness. If our eyes stare at an object in real-world scene, we will ignore the parts away from the stared object. Therefore the background away from the stared object does not interfere with us to recognize the object. However, most current image classification methods, including CNN-based image classification, equally treat every part of an image. Therefore, the redundant parts and the irrelevant parts probably confuse the classification, resulting that the classification is sensitive to the visual environments, including the background, the viewpoint of the camera and the lighting condition.

The multi-glimpse and visual attention mechanism helps human to execute action, plan, reason, and make a decision, which is essentially a sequential decision processing [16] and can be well solved by reinforcement learning for its powerful decision-making ability [20]. Inspired by the mechanism, we propose a novel CNN model based on visual attention for vehicle classification (denoted as `CNNVA`). The model uses reinforcement learning algorithm to exploit visual attention which can capture key areas of a vehicle image through multiple guided searches and visual attention. In detail, we firstly input a vehicle image into an attention module to produce a focused image with the key part clear and others fuzzy. Then the focused image is input into a CNN classifier to predict its label. According to the classification probability distribution, we compute the information entropy of the classification probability distribution as metrics to judge the discrimination of the focused image and the classification confidence. The information entropy can be used as the reward of reinforcement learning algorithm to guide the agent to learn good policies of selecting another key area. After several steps, the agent can almost find all key areas that are helpful to the vehicle classification. Finally, incorporating all key parts into an image, we can recognize the vehicle.

We summarize our contributions as follows:

- We propose a novel method to integrate multi-glimpse and visual attention mechanism into CNN using reinforcement learning algorithm, which can find the key areas of an image to help vehicle classification.
- We use deep reinforcement learning to select the key area automatically, for finding fewer and useful key areas which are enough for the classification task.
- We combine the information entropy and reinforcement learning to find the next viewpoint. The information entropy of the classification probability distribution is considered as metrics to judge the discrimination of the focused image and the classification confidence, which is used as a reward to guide the reinforcement learning.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the related work is presented in section II. In section III, we give an overview of the architecture of the proposed CNNVA. Sections IV, V and VI describe the CNNVA model, visual attention module, evaluation network and viewpoint selection module, respectively of CNNVA. The classification and optimization are presented in section VII. Section VIII presents the experiments and results. Finally, we conclude this study in section IX.

II. RELATED WORK

CNN has been extensively studied for decades in the computer vision community, and many practical methods have been proposed. It was first proposed by LeCun and applied to the handwritten digit recognition with a small scale [21]. Due to the limited computation capability, CNN has been only applied in small-scale image classification, such as MNIST [22], CIFAR10/100 [23] and NORB [24]. With the improvement of computation capability, especially the large-scale application of Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), deep CNN with millions of parameters can be effectively optimized using the large-scale data, and achieve remarkable performance in some tasks, such as Imagenet [10] and scene labeling [25], [26].

CNN has powerful ability to representation learning, which can automatically learn the feature representation associated with training objective from the raw data. Through the visualization technology, Zeiler showed that some convolutional layers of CNNs can extract features that are similar to hand-designed features [27]. In fact, each convolutional map of the convolutional layer performs like a filter designed by human. Moreover, owing to multiple nonlinear processing layers (convolutional and pooling layers), CNN can extract abstract features. Generally speaking, low-level features are parts-based representations, such as corners, lines and edges, which usually have nothing to do with the specific classification task and are shared by all kinds of categories. And high-level features are more global and more invariant, which are usually related to a specific classification task. Although deep architectures show prominent superiorities compared to shallow architecture, especially in the challenging task, it is difficult to train a deep model with a large number of parameters. Fortunately, a set of good initialization parameters can reduce the difficulty of learning. Therefore, we can initialize our CNN model using some low layer parameters of the CNN model trained on other data in advance, such as Oxford VGG (trained on Imagenet) [28], which probably improves the performance of vehicle classification.

When we are looking at something, the viewpoint of our eyes usually focuses on one part of the picture at one glimpse, and through the multiple glimpses, the viewpoint will pay attention to the different parts along with the movement of eyes. Integrating these glimpses, we understand the picture
While this paper didn't use reinforcement learning to choose the viewpoint, recent methods didn't take spatial location into account and do not use deep convolutional neural networks to realize a two-sequential model of visual attention [20]. This paper used a recurrent model of visual attention [20]. Xiong applied visual attention to recognize the content of an image [27]. Recently, visual attention is used in image classification for some simple tasks. Ranzato proposed a method to learn where to look sequentially in images through many glimpses [36] and applied this method to the handwriting recognition. The method used a neural network consisting of simple fully connected layers mainly, to select a location. Google DeepMind proposed a recurrent model of visual attention [20]. This paper used a recurrent neural network to select where to look next. These methods didn't take spatial location into account and do not use the convolutional layers to extract image features. Xiao used deep convolutional neural networks to realize a two-level attention model for fine-grained image classification [37]. While this paper didn’t use reinforcement learning to choose the viewpoint. In this paper, we propose a novel convolutional neural network model based on visual attention and use reinforcement learning to guide where to look. Compared with the paper [37], our model can find fewer key areas due to reinforcement learning.

III. THE CNNVA ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present an overview of the CNNVA architecture, consisting of a visual attention module, an evaluation network and a viewpoint selection module, as shown in Fig.1. The visual attention module highlights one part of the image and weakens other parts. It can transform a raw image into a focused image with one part clear and others fuzzy through a mapping function. The evaluation network computes the probabilistic prediction of the classification of the focused image. In this paper, we take CNN as the evaluation network. Its probabilistic outputs can be used to judge the discrimination of the focused image and the classification confidence. According to the classification probability distribution, the viewpoint selection module can select another attention area.

Given an image $X$, we randomly select an attention viewpoint from the input image, and the visual attention module transforms $X$ into a focused image $X_f$ according to the selected viewpoint. Then the evaluation network predicts the label of the focused image $X_f$. According to the probabilistic outputs of evaluation network, the viewpoint selection module selects a new attention viewpoint to produce another focused image for $X$. Repeating this process several times, we can almost find all key areas that are helpful to the classification. In fact, viewpoint selection can be regarded as a sequential decision processing, as shown in Algorithm 1. After several repeats, the key areas of an image that are helpful to the classification are almost found. Finally, incorporating the key areas, the image can be recognized, as shown in Fig.2.

**Algorithm 1 CNNVA architecture**

```
1: for episode=1,M do
2: for each image do
3: initialize a viewpoint $(u,v)$;
4: repeat
5: generate a focused image with $(u,v)$ and compute the reward $r$
6: execute the viewpoint selection algorithm to generate a new viewpoint $(u',v')$
7: $(u,v) \leftarrow (u',v')$
8: until reach the goal
9: end for
10: end for
```
viewpoint selection algorithm in Algorithm 1 aims to select a new viewpoint through the reward of the current viewpoint.

Fig. 2. The flow chart of the proposed CNNVA algorithm

IV. VISUAL ATTENTION MODULE

A human eye has a foveate structure called 'fovea centralis' which has higher resolution than other portions [17]. At a glimpse, the viewpoint of our eyes usually focuses on one point of the picture. Due to the fovea centralis of human eyes, the focused part has higher resolution than the parts away from the focused point. In order to mimic this characteristic of human vision system, we construct an attention weight matrix (AWM) to map a raw image into the focused image with one part clear and others fuzzy, as the following:

$$X_f = f_d(X, \Phi) = \Phi \odot X,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $X \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times N}$ and $X_f \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times N}$ are the pixel matrices of the raw image and the focused image, respectively, and $M$ and $N$ are the height and the width of the image, respectively. $\Phi \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times N}$ is the AWM and $\odot$ denotes an element-wise multiplication. By analogy with the human fovea centralis, we call AWM 'digital fovea' and the mapping function is denoted as 'digital fovea operator'.

The AWM $\Phi$ are associated with the given focused point $(u, v)$ and the distance $r$ between $(u, v)$ and another point $(i, j)$ in the image. Its element $\phi_{ij}$ is regarded as an attention rate on the pixel of the image at the location $(i, j)$, and can be computed using a sigmoid function, as follows:

$$\phi_{ij} = \text{sigm}(d) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(\alpha(d + \beta))},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $d = \sqrt{(i - u)^2 + (j - v)^2}$, and the adjustable parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ decide the shape of the sigmoid function, which are fixed by the classification performance in the training phase. We set $\alpha = -0.0446$ and $\beta = 60$ for these values providing the best validation accuracy and a proper training time. Intuitively, the closer the pixel is to the focused position $(u, v)$, the more attention it gets, as shown in Fig.3.

After computing each element of the AWM $\Phi$ by (2), we can then obtain the focused image by (1). Fig.4 gives an example of the focused image with a center viewpoint. We can see that the attention areas in the focused image are highlighted and the others are weakened, which probably reduces the interferences of the background to the classification.

Fig. 3. The mapping function: the attention weight $\phi_{ij}$ decreases by increasing the distance $d$

Fig. 4. An example of a focused image. (a) the raw image; (b) the focused image with a viewpoint

Given a focused position, the visual attention module can transform a raw image into a focused image, and the focused image highlights the attention areas of the image and weakens the others. However, for the focused image, we do not know whether attention areas are essential for classification. Therefore, we need to evaluate the selected viewpoint and then make a decision about the next viewpoint according to the evaluation result. Then we will introduce the evaluation network.

V. EVALUATION NETWORK

In this paper, we take CNN as the evaluation network. With the multiple convolutional layers and down-sampling layers, CNN can automatically learn the useful representation for the classification target. Then through several nonlinear fully connected layers, CNN can classify the focused image. In fact, CNN outputs the probabilistic prediction of the classification. Here, we denote $P \in \mathbb{R}^{C \times 1}$ as the probabilistic output of CNN for the classification of an input image, where $C$ is the...
number of classes or the number of output notes. Each of its elements \( p_c \) means the probability that the input image \( X_f \) belongs to the class \( c \), which is mathematically formulated as \( p(c|X_f) \). We take the class with the maximum probability as the final classification of the input image, as follows,

\[
y = \arg \max_{c \in [1:C]} \{ p(c|X_f) \}
\]

The probabilistic output \( P \) of CNN can be computed by a forward propagation algorithm, as follows,

\[
P = \text{cnnfp}(X_f, \theta_{\text{cnn}}) = \text{cnnfp}(\Phi \odot X; \theta_{\text{cnn}})
\]

where ‘\( \text{cnnfp} \)’ denotes the forward propagation function of CNN. \( \theta_{\text{cnn}} \) is the learning parameters of CNN, including the coefficients of convolutional maps, the connection weights and the bias of fully connected layers. \( \Phi \) is associated with the spatial locations of the pixels in an image, which means that CNN considers the spatial location information of the pixels. \( P \) is the probability distribution of a classification. Its concentration reflects the confidence of CNN to the classification of the input image. The more flat the probability distribution of a classification is, the more difficult it is to distinguish the input image. When \( P \) is a uniform distribution, it means that the focused image can not been distinguished by the CNN. Information entropy can quantitatively measure the amount of the uncertainty of random variables. The less the information entropy of a random variable is, the less its uncertainty is. In this paper, we take information entropy of the classification probability \( P \) as the evaluation metric to judge the discrimination of the focused image and the classification confidence, which is calculated as follows,

\[
H(P) = E[-\log(p_c)] = -\sum_{c=1}^{C} p_c \log(p_c), \quad \sum_{i=1}^{C} p_i = 1
\]

where \( E[\cdot] \) is the expected value operator and \( \log \) is the base 2 logarithm. To simplify, we use a const factor to normalize the information entropy, as follows,

\[
H'(P) = \frac{H(P)}{\log(C)} = -\frac{\sum_{c=1}^{C} p_c \log(p_c)}{\log(C)}
\]

For the different focused positions, there are different attention areas. So we obtain different information entropy. A small \( H'(P) \) means it is easy to discriminate the image with more confidence, which can guide us to find the key areas of the image to the classification.

VI. VIEWPOINT SELECTION MODULE

A. Artificial rules based method

Intuitively, if one area of an image is essential for its classification, the other areas similar to this area may also be the key areas. Based on this simple idea, we propose a rule-based viewpoint selection method, denoted as VS-Rule. First, we divide an image into several patches with \( K \times K \). Then we randomly chose a patch and take its centre point as the first focused position. According to the focused position, we can obtain the focused image with one attention area and its information entropy of the classification probability \( H'(P) \). If \( H'(P) \) is less than a given threshold \( H'_t \), or \( H'(P) \) becomes smaller, we chose the most similar patch as the next one, otherwise, we chose the most dissimilar patch. And similarly we take the viewpoint of the chosen patch as the next focused position. Repeating this process until you can not find a better focused position, you will almost find all key areas that are helpful to the classification.

For the selection of similar patch, we use a hashing-based image retrieval method to compute the similarities between the patches [38], as shown in Fig.5. In detail, we firstly construct a hashing function to transform each patch \( \hat{X}^{(i)} \) into a hashing code \( h_i \), as follows:

\[
h_i = \Psi(\hat{X}^{(i)})
\]

where the hashing function \( \Psi(\cdot) \) can be constructed with many methods [38] and we use the simple Google image selection method [39]. The similarities between the patches \( \hat{X}^{(i)} \) and \( \hat{X}^{(j)} \) can be quantitatively measured with the distance between \( h_i \) and \( h_j \), as follows,

\[
d(\hat{X}^{(i)}, \hat{X}^{(j)}) = |h_i - h_j|.
\]

Fig. 5. The flowchart of hashing-based image retrieval

B. Reinforcement learning based method

Although the rule-based viewpoint selection method is very simple and can find some key areas of an image, it heavily relies on the subjective experiences on vehicle classification and the careful observations of a variety of vehicles, which is high-cost. In addition, the rule-based viewpoint selection method has many limitations in dealing with the key areas that have complex relationships. For example, for a vehicle, the logo, headlights, doors and wheels may be its key areas, but it is very hard for us to build a rule to guide the proposed model to find these key areas. The similarity-based rule can only deal with the simple situation, such as the symmetrical headlights.

Reinforcement learning is the well-known technique for sequential decision problems, which can automatically learn the optimal behaviors and has been widely applied to robotics, computer games and network routing [40]. In fact, the viewpoint selection of the proposed CNNVA can be formulated as a sequential decision problem. We need to decide the next focused point according to the current state. In this paper,
we propose to incorporate the reinforcement learning into the proposed CNNVA for the automatic viewpoint selection. We take the information entropy of the classification probability of a focused image as the reward to guide the agent of reinforcement learning to learn to find the next focused position.

1) Deep reinforcement learning: In this section, we will introduce the deep reinforcement learning. Reinforcement learning is learning how to map environment situations to actions, namely knowing what to do by interacting with an environment at each of discrete time steps. Sutton provided a typical reinforcement learning algorithm: Temporal-Difference (TD) algorithm [41], and one important algorithm is Q-learning:

\[ Q(s, a) \leftarrow Q(s, a) + \alpha \left[ r + \gamma \max_{a'} Q(s', a') - Q(s, a) \right] \]  

(9)

where the action-value function, \( Q(s, a) \), is the value of executing action \( a \) in state \( s \), and \( \alpha \) is the learning step size. At each time step, the agent makes decision to select an action \( a \) from the available actions set \( a \), then the environment presents a new state \( s' \) and also provides a reward \( r \) to the agent after executing action \( a \).

In traditional reinforcement learning, the state \( s \) is hand-designed feature, obtained by specific sensors, such as speed, acceleration and displacement. However, in image classification task, the state \( s \) is a focused image with a viewpoint. Therefore, we need to use some methods to extract features of the focused image. Due to CNN showing remarkable capability of extracting abstract image features, this paper uses deep CNNs as Q-network to approximate the action-value function \( Q(s, a) \), which is called deep reinforcement learning [42].

At step \( t \), the current state \( s \) is the focused image \( X_f(t) \). The action-value function \( Q \) in state \( s \) is computed by Q-network (deep CNN) \( F_Q \):

\[ Q(s, a) = F_Q(X_f(t); \theta_Q) \]  

(10)

where \( Q(s, a) \) represents the values in state \( s \) for all actions \( a \), and \( \theta_Q \) represents the parameters of Q-network. In each step, we take the action \( a \) corresponding to the maximum \( Q(s, a) \) of \( Q(s, a) \). In this paper, the action set \( a \) includes sixteen actions (eight directions with two steps). That means the current focused point transfers a new focused point by moving a certain step in a direction.

**Algorithm** In the proposed CNNVA model, the viewpoint selection module uses reinforcement learning (RL-based viewpoint selection module) to select key areas. It aims to train an agent that can automatically select key areas of an image. The learning process of the model is essentially the same as Q-learning process. For an image, the agent observes the environment (the focused image), takes an action \( a_t \) from action set \( a \) for getting another focused image and receives a reward at the current step \( t \). The goal of the agent is also to maximize the cumulative rewards by selecting optimal policy of finding the next useful area.

In the model, a focused image with a focused point is a state \( s \), which is generated by the visual attention module from Sec. IV. An action \( a \) represents selecting a specified area as the useful area (a focused point), which can be used to control the system state. By executing an action \( a \), the system makes the state \( s \) transform into a new state \( s' \) (a focused image with a new focused point), \( r_t \), the reward for doing the action \( a_t \) in the state \( s_t \), is received from a reward network (detail is shown in the following). The value of taking the optimal action \( a \) in state \( s \) is corresponding to the optimal action-value function \( Q^*(s, a) \). To achieve this, we use a neural network, named Q-network, to approximate the action-value function \( Q(s, a) \). Finally, \( Q(s, a) \) gradually approaches the optimal one \( Q^*(s, a) \) by updating the Q-network.

**Reward network**

Reward is necessary in almost all reinforcement learning algorithms offering the goal of the reinforcement learning agent. The reward estimates how good the agent performs an action in a given state (or what are the good or bad things for the agent). In this paper, we design a reward network to map each state to a scalar, a reward, expressing the intrinsic expectation of the state.

For a classification task, an image is classified based on several key areas such as a headlight, a wiper and a ventilation grille in a vehicle image. These features extracted from the key areas work together to determine the classification result.

In the RL-based viewpoint selection module, we use a focused image \( X_{mf} \) with several clear patches to put into the evaluate network (shown in Sec. V) and get an information entropy of the focused image to indicate how useful of these clear patches are.

\[ X_{mf}^* = \max(X_{f1}, X_{f2}, ..., X_{fn}) \]  

(11)

where \([X_{f1}, X_{f2}, ..., X_{fn}]\) are the focused images with only one clear patch which has proven to be useful for the task.

At step \( t \), we select a new patch, and generate a new focused image \( X_{mft} \) which adds the selected new patch as another clear patch, and also retains the past clear patches.

\[ X_{mf} = \max(X_{mf}^*, X_{f,t}) \]  

(12)

So the information entropy \( H'(X_{mf,t}) \) of the new focused image \( X_{mf,t} \), calculated by (6), can evaluate the value of these clear patches. If the predicted result of \( X_{mf,t} \) is right and the information entropy \( H'(X_{mf,t}^*) \) is smaller than \( H'(X_{mf}^*) \) of the focused image \( X_{mf}^* \), it means that the new selected patch is useful for our task. Then the agent would receive a positive reward and the selected patch will be retained.

\[ r_t = \begin{cases} 
1 & y = y^* \text{ and } H'(X_{mf,t}) \leq H'(X_{mf}) \\
0 & y = y^* \text{ and } H'(X_{mf,t}) > H'(X_{mf}) \\
-1 & y \neq y^* \text{ and } H'(X_{mf,t}) \leq H'(X_{mf}) 
\end{cases} \]  

(13)

where \( y \) is the prediction and \( y^* \) is the label of the image. The reward is 1 with a right classification result and an effective state. Otherwise, the reward is less than 1 in the condition of a noneffective state or a wrong prediction.

With a positive reward, we store the current selected patch and update the focused image \( X_{mf} \leftarrow X_{mf,t} \).
discount rate \( r \) updated by one-step Q-learning algorithm:

\[
Q(s_t, a_t) = r_t + \gamma \max_a Q(s_{t+1}, a)
\]

where \( r_t \) is the reward at the step \( t \) obtained from (13), the discount rate \( \gamma \) is set \( 0 \leq \gamma \leq 1 \).

The RL-based viewpoint selection algorithm is shown as Algorithm 2:

**Algorithm 2: RL-based viewpoint selection algorithm**

1: repeat
2: get the maximum term \( Q(s, a) \) from \( Q(s, a) \)
3: get the best action \( a \) through Q-learning network.
4: execute the action \( a \)
5: generate a focused image with the new viewpoint \((u, v) \leftarrow (u, v) + a\), which is the new state \( s' \).
6: receive the action-value function \( Q(s', a') \)
7: receive the reward \( r_t \) of the new state \( s' \).
8: update \( Q \) with the reward for the action and the maximum \( Q(s', a') \) of the next state based on all actions.
   \( Q(s, a) = r_t + \gamma \max Q(s', a') \)
9: update the state \( s, s' \leftarrow s' \)
10: until reach the goal

The RL-based viewpoint selection algorithm is used to train the agent learning experience. The input of the algorithm is the current state (the focused image with the current viewpoint) and the reward, and the output is the next state (the focused image with the selected viewpoint). It is called in line 6 of Algorithm 1 (namely the viewpoint selection algorithm). In each episode (training section), each image of the dataset goes through the RL-based viewpoint selection algorithm for once. For an image, the agent explores the environment and gets the reward until it receives a right prediction result with a high confidence. The purpose of the training is to enhance the brain of the agent that is represented by action-value function \( Q \). More training will be given to the Q-learning network that can be used by the agent to select a better viewpoint.

The Q-network converges to the optimal action-value function \( Q_t \rightarrow Q^* \) as \( t \rightarrow \infty \). We train the Q-network by adjusting the parameters \( \theta_Q \) at each step to maximize the mean-squared error \( L(\theta_Q) \):

\[
L(\theta_Q) = (y - Q(s, a; \theta_Q))^2
\]

where \( y = r + \gamma \max Q(s', a'; \theta_Q) \) can be considered as a target like traditional machine learning which is fixed during optimization and \( Q(s, a; \theta_Q) \) is the predicted result. When optimizing \( \theta_Q \), we keep the \( \theta_Q' \) fixed. So the differential equation of \( L(\theta_Q) \) can be calculated by:

\[
\nabla L_i(\theta_i) = (r + \gamma \max_{a'} Q(s', a'; \theta_{i-1}) - Q(s, a; \theta_i)) \nabla Q(s, a; \theta_i)
\]

where \( \nabla Q(s, a; \theta_i) \) is the gradient of \( Q \). We can use stochastic gradient descent to optimize the loss function of Q-network like the traditional machine learning.

### VII. Classification and Optimization

#### A. Classification

After the previous modules, we get several key areas of an image. In this part, we will introduce how to provide a predicted class with high confidence based on the selected key areas.

For a classification task, an image is classified based on several important areas such as a headlight, a wiper and a ventilation grille in a vehicle image. These features extracted from the important areas work together to determine the classification result. In the proposed CNNVA model, we observe the object with different viewpoints, and then integrate the images in different viewpoints to make a comprehensive decision on the classification.

In detail, we will select different key areas for the vehicle classification. After several repeats, we find almost all the key areas for the classification, and then we incorporate them into one image \( X_{mf} \) to form (1) and (11) for the final classification (shown in Fig.9). \( X_{mf} \) is input into the classifier-evaluation network and a final classification \( y \) of the image is obtained from (3).

We will stop searching the key area until the evaluation network classifies the focused images with more confidence than the threshold or the the number of found key areas is more than the given threshold \( n^* = 5 \). So if an image is clearer and easier to be predicted, the fewer key areas are to be found, otherwise, we will find more key areas for classification but no more than the given threshold \( n^* = 5 \).

#### B. Optimization

At the beginning, we use the raw images to train an initial evaluation network (CNNs). The initial evaluation network can get a relatively reliable classification and avoid that CNNVA-RL converges to the bad direction. For an image, we may find several key area candidates. The selection network (deep reinforcement learning) will update its parameters to find the more useful viewpoint. It does not stop until we find enough key areas to make the confidence of the result above the threshold \( H^* \). Then we will update the parameters of the evaluation network (CNNs) on the focused image with all the found key areas.

In order to optimize the evaluation network, we present the input and output of each layer of the evaluation network. Taking \( X_{mf} \) as input of the evaluation network, we obtain the presentation of each layer:

\[
z_{l+1} = f_{l+1}(a_l; W_l, b_l)
\]

\[
a_{l+1} = f(z_{l+1}) = \max(0, z_{l+1})
\]

where \( a_l \) is the output of the layer (l) and also the input of the layer \((l+1)\), \( f \) is the operation of the layer (l), which contains three types: convolution, pooling and full connection, and \( f \) is the activation function. \( W_l \) are the parameters and \( b_l \) are the bias term of layer \( l \). If the class of the input image is \( y^* \), our purpose is to maximize the \( p(y^* | X_f) \), so the objective function is the cross-entropy error defined by:

\[
J(X, y^*) = -\log(p(y^* | X_f))
\]
The error metric can be computed according to (18), and then we can use the backward propagation (BP) of the error to update the parameters of the network.

\[
\nabla W_l = \frac{\partial J}{\partial W_l} = \frac{\partial J}{\partial z_{l+1}} \frac{\partial z_{l+1}}{\partial W_l} = \frac{\partial J}{\partial a_l} (a_l)^T = \delta_l (a_l)^T
\]

where the variable \( \delta \) is different among different layers. In the output layer, \( \delta \) is obtained from:

\[
\delta_{n_l} = \frac{\partial J}{\partial a_{n_l}} \circ \frac{\partial a_{n_l}}{\partial z_{n_l}} = \frac{\partial J}{\partial a_{n_l}} \circ f'(z_{n_l})
\]

For the \( l \)-th layer (\( l = n_l - 1, n_l - 2, \cdots, 2 \)), \( \delta \) is:

\[
\delta_l = ((W_l)^T \delta_{l+1}) \circ f'(z_l)
\]

After getting all the \( \delta \), the derivatives of the objective function of each layer are calculated by:

\[
\nabla W_l = (\delta_{l+1})(a_l)^T
\]

\[
\nabla b_l = (\delta_{l+1})
\]


eight. Experiment

In this section, we systematically evaluate the performance of the proposed model on a surveillance-nature dataset. The surveillance-nature dataset contains images from the natural scenarios, which are captured by surveillance cameras in the front view. To evaluate the proposed model, we systemically compare with the typical CNN on different vehicle classification tasks. Moreover, we compare the rule-based viewpoint selection method and the RL-based viewpoint selection method, denoted as ‘CNNVA-Rule’ and ‘CNNVA-RL’ respectively.

A. Image Dataset

The vehicle dataset contains images from the natural scenarios, which are captured by surveillance cameras in the front view. Some examples of the images are illustrated in Fig. 6, which are unclear or incomplete, because of the impact of the bad weather (heavy fog, dim lights), poor photographic equipment and obstructions (pedestrian, vehicle). Even some images are too dim to recognize for human, shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 6. Some vehicle images of the surveillance-nature

The vehicles can be organized in a hierarchical structure, consisting of two layers: vehicle type and vehicle maker depicted in Fig. 8. We define five types of vehicles, which are sedan, van, truck, SUV and coach. For the vehicle maker, there are 58 auto makers. Each vehicle type can be produced in different vehicle makers, some of which are similar only with subtle difference in their appearances. For instance, two makers of ‘sedan’ are displayed in the last line of the Fig. 8, which are “MAZDA” and “HAIMA” respectively. They are similar in appearance and only have small difference in headlights. So other information of the two images is useless or even harmful to discriminate them. Thus the second more challenging task needs more efficiency method to find the subtle difference.

In the paper, we select two tasks from the dataset according to the hierarchy to evaluate our methods. The first task is to divide vehicles into five categories according to their types and it consists of 2200 training images, 800 validation images and 800 test images, labeled with five vehicle types, named Vehicle-5. The other task, named Vehicle-58, is vehicle classification discriminated from different vehicle makers, is vehicle classification discriminated from different vehicle makers which contains 13000 training images 2000 validation images and 2000 test images. All the images are collected in the real traffic scenarios and divided randomly into training dataset, validation dataset and test dataset. However the number of images is not balanced among different vehicle...

Fig. 7. The images of poor quality

Fig. 8. The tree structure of vehicle hierarchy
makers, which scales from 20 to many thousands, due to
the difficulty of collecting less popular vehicles, which also
increases the difficulty of the task.

In the two tasks, every image has a different size and
different length-width ratio, such as 478 × 631 and 596 × 744.
However, our model’s inputs require that images are squares.
We compress all images into squares 224 × 224, because CNN
has no requirement for images compression ratio consistency.

B. Results

In this section, we do some experiments to validate the
quantitative effectiveness of our attention-based structures on
task Vehicle-5 and Vehicle-58 and give a summary of the result
in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Test accuracy rate</th>
<th>Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle-5</td>
<td>simple CNN</td>
<td>87.26%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>large-scale CNN</td>
<td>90.11%</td>
<td>4.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VGG5</td>
<td>94.81%</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CNNVA-Rule</td>
<td>97.12%</td>
<td>2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CNNVA-RL</td>
<td>97.93%</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle-58</td>
<td>simple CNN</td>
<td>88.46%</td>
<td>7.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>large-scale CNN</td>
<td>91.8%</td>
<td>6.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VGG5</td>
<td>95.13%</td>
<td>4.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CNNVA-Rule</td>
<td>96.41%</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Vehicle-5: We use five methods: a simple CNN with
fewer parameters than large-scale CNN, large-scale CNN, VGG5
which is a large-scale CNN and pre-trained on ImageNet,
CNNVA-Rule and CNNVA-RL to complete the first task
Vehicle-5. The simple CNN, consists of 4 convolutional layers
followed by 4 pooling layers and 1 fully connected hidden
layer and 1 soft-max output layer, which can be expressed by
a short notation: C(5, 4, 22) − R − N − P − C(7, 1, 22) − R −
N − P − C(5, 1, 26) − R − C(5, 1, 26) − R − FC(120) − R − S(5),
where C(f, s, d) expresses that a convolutional layer
concludes d filters and the spatial size is f × f with stride
s. FC(n) is the fully connected layer of n nodes. R is
the activation function layer with rule function. N is
the normalized layer. P is the pooling layer with size 3 × 3, stride
2 and max method. The last layer is the softmax output S,
with 5 nodes as same as the classes we should predict. The
large-scale CNN consists of 5 convolution layers and 3 fully
connected layers: C(5, 4, 64) − R − N − P − C(5, 1, 256) − R −
N − P − C(3, 1, 256) − R − C(3, 1, 256) − R − P − C(6, 1, 4096) − R − FC(4096) − R − S(5). The
VGG5 method has the same layers with the large-scale CNN:
C(5, 4, 64) − R − N − P − C(5, 1, 256) − R − N − P −
C(3, 1, 256) − R − C(3, 1, 256) − R − C(3, 1, 256) − R − P −
C(6, 1, 4096) − R − FC(4096) − R − S(5). The
VGG5 method has the same layers with the large-scale CNN:
C(5, 4, 64) − R − N − P − C(5, 1, 256) − R − N − P −
C(3, 1, 256) − R − C(3, 1, 256) − R − C(3, 1, 256) − R − P −
C(6, 1, 4096) − R − FC(4096) − R − S(5). The difference
between the large-scale CNN and VGG5 is that the parameters
of the large-scale CNN are random initialization while the
parameters of VGG5 are initialized by the parameters of
Oxford VGG [28].

In our CNNVA models (CNNVA-Rule and CNNVA-RL),
we use VGG5, as our evaluation network (shown in Sec. V) for
providing an accurate information entropy of the current
focused image, because the large-scale CNN has higher accuracy
than the simple CNN which is proven in our experiments: from
the first three lines of Table I, we find that the large-scale CNN
has a better performance and higher accurate rate than simple
CNN which means that large-scale CNN can extract more
global, invariant and unique features among categories which
are useful for the task. VGG5 shows a better performance
and a shorter training time than the large-scale CNN with
random initialization, meaning that the pre-training method
can have a better initialization parameters trained on ImageNet
and effectively save time in calculation.

We divide an image into N = 25 parts with size 45 × 45 of
each patch. In viewpoint selection module of CNNVA-Rule,
when we choose one part using (8), candidates are no more
than 24. In CNNVA-RL, the selection network, Q-network,
consists of 4 convolutional layers followed by 4 pooling layers
and 1 fully connected hidden layer and 1 soft-max output
layer: C(11, 4, 22) − R − N − P − C(9, 1, 22) − R − N − P −
C(7, 1, 26) − R − C(5, 1, 26) − R − FC(120) − R − S(16).

From the results, our proposed visual attention-based structures,
CNNVA-Rule and CNNVA-RL, have boosts in performance
than using VGG5, further increasing the accurate rate
due to visual attention, which can remove the interference
of useless information to make prediction only with effective
information (extracted from images).

The objective, calculated from (18), presents the confidence
of the prediction, namely, in the predicted result, the probability
of the predicted label affects the credibility of the result, and
the larger the probability is the more reliable the result should
be. From the fourth column, we can see our visual attention-
based structures have higher confidence of the prediction than
VGG5. In visual attention architectures, CNNVA-RL accuracy
results are significantly higher than CNNVA-Rule, and
CNNVA-RL objective results are lower than that CNNVA-
Rule, showing the strong decision and analysis capacity of
deep reinforcement learning.

2) Vehicle-58: In the challenging task Vehicle-58, we
compare the performance among large-scale CNN, VGG58,
CNNVA-Rule and CNNVA-RL shown in Table I. The large-
scale CNN consists of 5 convolutional layers followed by 4
pooling layers and 1 fully connected hidden layer and 1 soft-
max output layer: C(5, 4, 64) − R − N − P − C(5, 1, 256) − R −
N − P − C(3, 1, 256) − R − C(3, 1, 256) − R − C(3, 1, 256) −
R − P − C(6, 1, 4096) − R − FC(4096) − R − FC(58) − S. The
VGG58 also have the same network structure: C(5, 4, 64) −
R − N − P − C(5, 1, 256) − R − N − P − C(3, 1, 256) − R −
C(3, 1, 256) − R − C(3, 1, 256) − R − P − C(6, 1, 4096) − R −
FC(4096) − R − FC(58) − S, where the parameters of the
convolutional layers are similar to VGG5, initialized by the
parameters of Oxford VGG [28]. The visual attention-based
architectures, CNNVA-Rule and CNNVA-RL also use VGG58
as the evaluation network in task Vehicle-58.

The Vehicle-58 task is more challenging than Vehicle-5 for
distinguishing categories only by some unique car parts, such as headlights and logos. So the accurate rate with VGG58 (91.8%) is lower than that with VGG5 (94.81%). For the difficult task, our methods (CNNVA-Rule and CNNVA-RL) outperform the large-scale CNN (VGG58) in accurate rate and in objective. And CNNVA-RL can also improve the performance on Vehicle-58 task compared to CNNVA-Rule.

Through introducing additional reinforcement learning network (Q-network) for choosing the next viewpoint, CNNVA-RL can outperform the large-scale CNN. On the surface, CNNVA-RL has more parameters (parameters of evaluation network and reinforcement learning network) than the lager-scale CNN. In fact, the size of reinforcement learning network is far less than that of the large-scale CNN, so CNNVA-RL pays a small cost for an apparent performance improvement. In addition, the reinforcement learning can find key areas, training the large-scale CNN (evaluation network) in these focused images with strengthening key areas.

For example, for the fuzzy images (shown as Fig. 7) and the similar images (as Fig. 8), our proposed methods can give correct classification results, ‘Jeep’ ‘MG(morris garages)’, ‘GAC (Guangzhou automobile group)’ ‘MAZDA’ and ‘HAIMA’, while the predicted results of these fuzzy images using VGG58 are unsatisfactory with some results wrong.

From Table I, the VGG58 has a better performance than the large-scale CNN, which proves the CNNs pre-trained on ImageNet have better initialization parameters. We can also see that the boosts on performance of our visual attention-based methods on Vehicle-58 (4%) are larger than that on Vehicle-5 task (3%), meaning that visual attention-based structure is more effective in challenging task, especially in the task with many categories discriminated only by subtle and local differences.

C. Analysis

In CNNVA-Rule, we select the next useful area at the principle of similarity. If the current selected area is proven to be useful by having low information entropy, we select the next area which is the most similar to the current selected area.

By the principle, we get some key areas and highlight them in a focused image shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 9. (a) is the raw data, Fig. 9. (b) is the selected key areas by the principle of similarity. The first red box tagged by ‘1’ is the first key area, the red box tagged by ‘2’ is the next selected key area, the third selected key area is the one tagged by ‘3’, and the last one is tagged by ‘4’. We use this focused image to put into the CNN network to recognize its category. However, there are some useless areas for the classification, such as the box tagged by ‘2’ and the box tagged by ‘3’. The box tagged by ‘2’ has the same effect as the one tagged by ‘1’, and the one tagged by ‘3’ has nothing to do with the classification and even has interference on classification.

CNNVA-RL can avoid selecting the redundant areas which have the same effect on the task, reducing the computation cost. We add a new selected area as another clear area with high resolution on the focused image. If the information entropy of the focused image after adding a new clear area, becomes high, we mark the new area as a useful area and give a positive reward. With this principle, we train an agent to select useful areas automatically and the result is shown in Fig. 9. (c). The first key area is the left-headlight surrounded by a red box tagged by ‘1’, and the next key area is tagged by ‘2’. The Fig. 9. (c) combines the two key areas which are used to predict its category. Compared with CNNVA-Rule, this viewpoint selection module selects two key areas, while the CNNVA-Rule selects four key areas which contain two useless patches for the classification. So the CNNVA-RL can use reinforcement learning to search the key areas efficiently to improve the classification accuracy and decrease the objective.

CNNVA-RL can give the correct labels of the similar images (as Fig. 8). The selecting results of the two images are shown in Fig. 10 (a) and (b), representing ‘MAZDA’ and ‘HAIMA’ respectively. The two makers (’MAZDA’ and ‘HAIMA’) have some differences in headlights and logo. Our method can find these differences which are marked in red-box and highlighted by visual attention module. Therefore, the two makers can be distinguished by extracting features from the three key areas. Similarly, images where object vehicles are occluded by obstacles can be recognized their labels through finding and highlighting key areas shown in Fig. 10 (c) (its raw image shown in Fig. 7 (a)). For some dim images, our method highlights the key areas and dim others, meaning that the key areas become clear relatively, which can also be recognized.

IX. Conclusion

We propose the visual attention-based deep reinforcement learning model for image classification. A visual attention module is presented to mimic this characteristic of human visual attention, by formulating focused images with key areas clear. Then we use two methods to select the key areas:
artificial rule and reinforcement learning. The artificial rule-based selecting viewpoint aims to find key areas by selecting similar patches with hashing-based image retrieval method, and the reinforcement learning can train an agent to search key areas automatically from experience. The proposed methods are tested on surveillance-nature dataset. The accurate rate of the proposed methods is increased about 3% compared with large-scale CNN, which shows that the proposed methods can boost performance for image classification by visual attention.
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